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I...DEAR READERS...

LETTERS
Dear Lysistrata,
For me, there is no difference between

the civil nuclear power programme and the

of its' uranium, they are thus violating UN

nuclear weapons programme.

decrees condemning the occupation of Namibia

What I want to do is go back to the begin-

by South Afrlca.lt is at this mine that many

ning of the cycle, uranium mining and see

workers are sacked for trying to organise a

"women” means "op men "and op

what implications it has for the womens'

trade union, where workers are there for a

peace movement.
Most of the Uranium is mined in the

year(as long as it takes to contract radio-

'developed' world, e.g.Canada,USA, Austr

where a special armed police force is emp

course, both wimmin and men coma
-pam wimmin 1
We will print the word, however

al! a. But it is often on land belonging to

loyed to control the workers. RTZ are also

indigenous people who provide cheap labo-

responsible for desecrating sacred Aborigi

our and who have few rights.

nal land in Queensland Australia.
I feel strongly that women involved in the

mal or non-existant. From constantly bre

athing the radio-active radon dust and

handling uranium ore many of the miners
die/are dying from cancer.

I

For most of these native people there is no

choice but to accept work in these conditions
They are amoung the poorest and most illite
rate people of their countries.
Many people have probably heard of Rio Tinto

Zinc(RTZ), the British mining multinational.
They are notorious for the crimes they commit

peace movement should be campaigning against
uranium mining and corporations such as RTZ,
Going beyond the nuclear connections th! «i I n

a struggle against imperialism and raclnm.
I think we must share our knowledge and w< n I-.
with women who are campaigning in these ooiiri
tries.We must realise that there are more

I

should be written in a way that all wimmin cah understand.

The cuticles in the maqazine cixen’t made
up op us lot doinq it aLL1. We want The
maqazine to be a place where wimmin
can qive all our different points oL
view.
'
'

LY51 STRATA 0U TAPE
Are you or do you know op any blind, or part
ially SiqMed wimmin who miqht be interested
In a taped version of. kysiskati7 If so - con4cict us at 7 Florence kd>Eriqhton,5ussev.
CBAn 553LLL).

you spell it yourselj if- you write
somethin^
We want -Io use words and.
spelling -that -pt in with beinq
.feminists - so much op t-he English
languaae is sexist and racist (dike
black or dark imagery used To
mean evil, white or light meaninq
qood or pure.).

APLEA FOR MONEY-A&AIN!
VJe are short of. money-still, If. anyone
owes us money for sold copies oL the. maq
please let us have it as eoon as puss.
Any donations or standinq orders uiiII
qo towards bills, rent, equipment, printino
costs, 4ea, chocolate.............. n
'

'

-—

Also things

-

SPECIAL CHEAPO DEALI SPECIAL CHEAPO DEAL!

levels to the campaign against nuclear wnap

THANKS TO...

ons.

If you advertise in Lysistrata over

It would be good to know what other women

several Issues, the rates are considera

feel about this, perhaps a correspondence

bly lower. Just compare these prices with

could start via Lysistrata.

our ordinary ratesi3 ISSUES

Clare Jones.

to about 1000 words or less.

The collective Teels That we want
to use 4-he above spelling because,

active poisoning) and never seen again,and

Because we are always

short of space please keep articles down

ways ~ it de Den ds an the wumun
who's writina.

mine in Namibia, from which the uk gets 50%

appalling, safety regulations being mini

photos, drawings etc.

Several wimmin have asked us recently
why we spell "wimmin” like we do.
Ils spelt in the maqazine in a variety

They are major share-holders in the Rossing

Conditions in the mines are absolutely

Please keep on sending in your articles,

—w
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NEWS

4

WIMMIN FIGHT
MILITARISM

900arreib!
press silence

NEWS

IRELAND' peace action....
few hours befoiE the protest

but no Peace
for gays....

part of the Co. Down coast,

5 people invaded the base

FIVE YOUTHS WERE RET,RASED ON

forms and to work with

bara, USA.

between Ardglass and Bally-

and wandered about for about

suspended sentences after

Palestinian wimmin to build

More than half of those

hornan.

twenty minutes before being

a trust between Jewish and

arrested were wiminin, several

Since December '82 CND have

'apprehended by a sleepy sen

been involved in protests

try' .

at the base, symbolically

The case, which was heard in

with a Take Back the Night

blocking the main entrance

above 2 metres'.

March, happened in Dublin.

Lebanon had undoubtedly

arrested and are still in
jailT and so are 25 ohildron.

saying 'Dangers Radiation

there but the war in the

Arab wimmin.
The two day conference ended

old people have also been

they admitted kicking a man
to death because they thought
he was gay.

march through the streets of

that the line out of sight

The judge, Sean Gannon, acc

affected and radicalised

one Saturday a month. In

Haifa - 500 wimmin chanting

micro-wave beam, which carrie

epted the 'excuse' that the

wimmin and many felt that

March, it was decided to

and singing and ending with

messages from NATO West coast

gang were in the park to

should have been the cen

set up a 'peace camp',

a short ceremony in which

planes over to High Wycombe

clear it of homosexuals.

tral theme of the conf-

inspired and in support of

the wimmin observed a one-•

in England could also be re

One of the men released was

erence.

the wimmin at Greenham Com

minute silence for all wim

sponsible for the cancer

later given thirty months for

There was a shift from

mon, and other long and

short term which are spring

fear in the community.

joy-riding and having 'house

ing up all over England,

More actions are planned.

breaking instruments'.

Scotland and Wales.

This

There was a blockade of all

erty valued more than life??

is the first such move in

three entrances to the base

If this is allowed to happen

Ireland, where military

on May 14th but we've not

to gay men, how much worse

bases (both directly and

heard how it went - please

is the dangers faced by les

indirectly nuclear) abound.

let us know!

bians?

The peace camp is one car

Good luck to the peace camp.

ISRAEL
In October last year the

Fifth National Feminist
Conference took place in

Israel.

It was on the

theme of Violence Against
There were very

Wimin.

few Palestinian wimmin

previous attitudes.

In

900 people were arrested

A PEACE CAMP HAS BEEN SET UP

On April 10th CND staged a

recently at an anti nuclear

outside RAF Bishopscourt, a

sit-down protest at the

demonstration at Vandenburgh

long-range radar military

gates of Bishopscourt.

strong consensus to fight

Air Base, a testing site

base sited

militarism in all its

for MX missiles in Santa Bar

expressed.

There was a

min everywhere whose lives

1981 there had been a

have been sacrificed to

strong division between

violence.

those who thought wimmin

ifically made of the Lebanese

should fight for equality

victims of the war and of

in the army and those

Israeli wimmin murdered by

who said they should opt

their families/husbands.

Mention was spec

out of military service.
At this conference there

From Off Our Backs

were no such feelings

4

I

. • v?

The American media has rof
used to publicise what hftti

happened, presumably not
wanting people to know tht
strength of the opponltlon

to Reagan's plans for woi I<1

destruction.
Also, if the public wan
aware of the fact that nlno

hundred people have been
arrested on a peaceful domo

surely the outcome would bn
uncontainable?

on a beautiful

A

They spotted a notice
They think

Prop

Information from Outta Control

From Outwrite

avan with full-time occup

*- tohen we went -fc> press

ants, plenty of room for

Information from Outta Con

more.

trol, 7 Winetavern St, Smith-

The All Ireland Lesbian and

The peace camp and Saturday

field, Belfast 1.

Gay Men's Conference is being

EL SALVADOR

protestors has the support of

organised for the beginning

the local people who know they

of June in Belfast.

wimmin’s batallion

can only lose by the presence

the steering group: P0 Box 44

of the RAF.

There is also a

PCAtE CAMP

Contact

Belfast 1 1SH.

fear in the community of a
very high level of leukemia

It is the first wiminin only

'they are only wimmin and we

IN EL SALVADOR WIMMIN TAKE A

military group to come out

are not queers, lets go'.

large part in fighting against

of the very insides of a

The wimmin's squad gave them

the horrendous exploitation

revolution.

a hard shock.

the people are faced with.

They have defended Cerro

lasted for seven days then

Because.of the intervention

Malacara which is a very

the Atlacalt had to run

of the USA and the country’s

strategic point on top of

away because they were def

'puppet government' there is

a hill.

extreme poverty, illiteracy

They were attacked by the

and malnutrition.

Batalli on Atlacalt (men trained Information from Mujer I l»KT
and armed by the USA). The
Mexico, via Outwrite.
men thought that victory

•

*

The 'Silvia batallion' is a

wimmin only batallion which
was formed in December 1981.

k

would be easy:
4

The battle

eated .

and cancer much higher than
in other parts of Northern

Ireland.

Whether this is

attributable to the radiation

from the Radiation base, or
due to Windscale pollution
is as yet unsure.

(Wind

scale is a nuclear re-proc

Patchwork Picnics
In preparation for June 25th,
we are going to have picnics on

every sunny day to make the patchwork. Hopefully this will
attract uninvolved wimmin to
come & talk to us, and put some

<n’5
• • z*

energy into the patchwork. So

essing plant, across the Irish
Sea in Cumbria). The local

that, on the day, lots of indi

council are inquiring into

vidual wimmins' energy will be

the Windscale leaks.

represented at Greenham.

5
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------------------------NEWS

the cars etc and two wimmin ran to the
gap pulled up the fence rolled back the

IRAN - wimmin
murdered

On Thursday 3rd March a

french committee defend
ing human rights and

democracy in Iran held a
press conference for an

Iranian woman, Ms Irandokt,
in a Paris hotel. She spoke
of the appalling conditions
of the child prisoners of war
in Bagdad. At one point she

said Mullars in Iran were
providing each little boy with

a key to heaven ( a real key)

and told 'if you are not mar
tyred Imam Homini won't for

give you.
On Monday 7th March Roiter
commented on the transport

ation of a bullet proof lim
ousine from Iran to New Deli

were encouraged by 'God's Party'
(Homini's name for his loyal

supporters) to throw acid and

president during his meetings
there with none alliance

slash with knives at the faces
of the unveiled women.

wire and 80 or so wimmin ran in and linked

GREENHAM kJ
INVADED AGAI^N!

of Iranian women marched

demand freedom.

Many were

shot down or taken by the

rape and humiliation.

Several

hundred women were executed,
seven were pregnant.

The mean

of execution is particularly
horrible.

A rope is tied

around the neck and thrown
over a bar - a metal winch
is used to raise the prisoner
above the ground. Death can

Quarter of an hour later the pol

ice came and dragged and pushed us on to
They then drove us round

THESE WOMEN CARRIED ON MARCHING

May 1st at Greenham Common a massive party

FOR THREE DAYS.

was held outside the Orange Gate.

Soon as we got off and started walking

We had picnics on the grass and there were

back another coach load of wimmin and

Iranian women ask you to rem

puppet shows, games, a big inflatable

children who had got on to the base

ember your sisters.

cushion, and a theatre group that did

after us were dragged off the bus.

They des

perately need your support.

revolutionary guard.

Prisoners faced torture,

party.

to the Blue Gate and let us all off with

through the streets of Tehran

to prove their solidarity and

We^ran on to the runway and had a

USAF buses.

leaders.
Also during March thousands

arms.

little acts.

no arrests (for those who could be arrested).

They wanted to go to the Orange Gate,

At about 2.30im we all began to get in

but the police wouldn't take them there.

PS Talking later to a reporter

cars and coaches and then the drivers drove

So all the wimmin(l20 or more) walked

Homini said he was tired of

round the base until they came to the gap

in the road.

being questioned about these

in the perimeter fencing (which was loos

tually came to pick us all up.

silly women and could they

ened the night before) and we got out of

Louise

Cars from the party even

talk about the really imp

Greenham Eviction

ortant things.

As we go to press, the Greenham

policeman’s
a wankerit’s official!

This was written anonymously,
We would like to get in

•

contact with the wumun who

take some time and bodies remwrote it.
ain hanging for 24 hours. Men

wimmin have been evicted from

Ministry of Defence land around

the air base.

Extreme violence

has been used against them by

a»

for the use of the Iranian

A womun who was arrested
outside Holloway Prison

No land rights for
Western Shoshones
The Pentagon is considering
expanding its plan to deploy
MX missiles in the Nevada
desert.

There's been a great

deal of opposition to the
previ ous plans, parti cularly

There are plans for more

of Queensland’s Aboriginal

'protective measures' as the

reserves - have thrown out

Two wimmin were arrested

Soviet missile technology

the white manager and the

for 'breach of the peace'

gets more advanced into the

Department of Aboriginal

at USAF Greenham, for tak

1990s - interceptive miss
iles, extensive deceptive

Affairs has accepted it.

ing down the American flag.

practices, like building
empty silos and more
missiles in the sides of

the mountains.

from the Western Shoshone

The Western Shoshone people

people on whose land the

oppose the MX because they

missiles would be sited.

own most of the land des

The latest idea is to deploy

ignated for MX deployment.

missiles packed into silos

Its being done illegally.

(containers) 2000 feet apart

Their traditions say that

over an area of 100 square

miles, with the top of the
silo designed to withstand

pressures of 650 tons a
square foot, in the 'dense
pack' formation favoured by

Reagan.

It'll cost $25

billion or £14.7 billion.

they are to protect the

This represents a small

triumph for black Austral

ians fighting for control
of their own reserves -

and comes shortly after

a former Aboriginal Council

chairperson was sentenced
to 6 months in prison for

spitting at the manager.
Information from Native

People's News.

lands the creator gave

for calling a policeman a

Apparentley the americans

had to burn it!!-because

it had been defiled? The

wimmin were sentenced to
14 days in holloway. Sick

isn’t it, that they can

get so upset about a flag,

but when it comes to peop
les lives they don't seem

to care.

ium project site in South
Australia.

wanker, had her case dism

issed. (She was arrested

when the wimmin who were
serving 14 days for the
New Years Day action were

being released.)During her
trial the policeman had to

define the word- need I
say more! As he rather sh

eepishly admitted that it
was true,that in fact he
was by definition a wanker

the case was laughed out
of court!!!! WHEN ARE THEY
GOING TO STOP EEING SO
PETTY?

APOLOGIES!

campaign, whose main int

In issue 3» we reported that

Last year, about 400 anti

ention is to stop the

the demo at Faslane was Scot

nuclear activists, includ

Roxby Downs uranium mine,

lands first wimmin-only, we

The Aborigines of Yarrabah -

ing many Aborigines, occ

in which Britain's BP

meant it was Scotlands first

one of the best known

upied the Honeymoon uran-

(British Petroleum) holds

wimmin only peace demo...........

Small triumph
for Aborigines!
6

boycott BP

49% interest.

Wimmin have been

subjected to hair-pulling and
other brutalities.

The press

have made it look as if it is

the wimmin who are the cause
of the violence (during''the
eviction' visitors cars were

being impounded and wimmin
were trying to stop this).

Wimmin in other parts of the

UK have been contacted and
are doing sympathetic actions

in support.

The camp has not

been touched where it is on

Ministry of Transport land.
The Arms Trade Fair

An exhibition of arms was held
in Brighton for three days 10-12 May.

Men from all over

the world were dealing with

There's now a BOYCOTT BP

the people to survive on.

the police.

and discussing destructive
weapons.

We couldn't stop it

happening, but we made our op
inions known with lots of

action.

Photos and more in

formation in the next issue

of Lysistrata.

Easter blockade at
Greenham - End of
the human chain!

ACCESS 1
NOT
WORDS!

There were only two things at Greenham at

Easter. One was vulgar, boring and an unbeliev

My own view is that there is such a prob

requirements of disabled women (though

lem of access because we are not seen in

it is briefest on the deaf, and zero

order to realise what is needed.

on public access for the deaf, but ex

22 situation if we find access impossible.

cellent for all other disabilities)

Though one can meet non-co-operation, impat

is:

’The Source Book for the Disabled'.

A catch

ience, relegation to what'they’ (able) think
suitable. Leaving their methods as they
are, is an unwittingly arrogant treatment

It was pre International Year for Dis

that is called the imagination of men. In the

I am an invisible walking three handicaps
one is arthritis.
What access means, if it is to give equality

abled People, hence it does not deal

of us.

forefront of this scene there were also the

to disabled women,can only be learned

properly with access to social and

sympathy is useless.

wimmin. Although by contrast vibrant, alive

from disabled women

public life for the deaf. It would up

and brightly coloured, they were, more often

type of contributions they know they can

date when reprinted.

all ages, all races

than not, also cold, inwardly exhausted, wet
*
>
round the knee-caps etc. and afflicted with

make, and NOT be told/suggested what a

OR: consult any local club etc for any

We are all ages, all races, and probably

group thinks suitable for the disabled

specific disability and they will be

constitute well over 25% of the total pop

all those other annoying little bodily sympt

one while they carry on as before in

only too glad to advise and inform

ulation.

oms that generally accompany an action.
On December 12th. last year we formed a posi

their own able way - making no adjustment

you. Please remember that where access
info is not stated for any event, the ass

7tfo are disabled.

And don't assume the very deaf won't go to

umption of disabled women will be that there

discos.

of our own genitalia, of unity, of something

is none.

through the floor.

aesthetically satisfying.

for it is estimated we shall be joined by

Within C.N.D., a fair number of men with

'shut outs' will go and find out the hard
way. Remember also, to go and to meet

laughably simplistic Freudian subconsciouses

total failure is a humiliating experience.

by volume level!

had managed to impose their will upon the coll

It can be physically/mentally painful.

ably expensive expression of the hollow corpse

whatsoever.

tive shape - the shape of completion, of birth,

who want to make the

CoroF£^«
HAU.

Only the most hardy of the lengthily

Practical action is what we need,

In the UK, of those aged over 50,

Some dance to the vibrations

But watch those decibels

another 2 million within 5 years deafened

So, be warned!

For example, I once attended

the Easter plan of a human chain in the shape

hearing colleagues.
a lecture with four
•»
I got on fine till the lecturer started

of a long thin straggly thing that went on
and on and then came to an end in a pointless

I

pacing well down the packed hall,

sort of way. Remind you of anything? Yes, but

repeatedly failed to catch his jacket

apart from that(!), it could also describe the

and say he had a lip-reader present!

history of the world under the continued rule

Afterwards I asked my colleague for

of men. All in all a very negative image to be

the other half of an important state

part of for those of us up there on the bleak

ment where the lecturer's mouth had

northern fence of Greenham where the wind whis

tled mercilessly up our gorse bushes as we sat

been blanked out by a projector.

It

took them five minutes to manage to
recall the statement. We all ended up

in turns for 48 hours determinedly preventing

several huge rolls of MoD barbed wire from get

ting up and walking out of the red gate.The blue
gate was its usual cosmopolitan self. There
were also men at the main gate and at
the orange gate, the information gate, there

hilarious (I'd had to kick them from

showing hilarity as soon as he paced the
aisle, as they had sat in the front for

my sake) for the subject of his lecture

were even male stewards directing cars and such

was: 'Communi cat!on'!!

like. Although a few wimmin did manage to get into There is a great need for a women's peace
the base, hundreds more were frustrated in
magazine that makes a cohesion of all the

And above all,

their attempts. This was due to C.N.D.'s lack

problems, solutions etc.

of positive encouragement. At the green gate

some link-up opportunities (already done

a middle-aged wumun from Barnsley, who had a

in Lysistrata on the Contacts Pages)

C.N.D. sticker on her coat, was heard to say

but for

Goddess's sake, please give

addresses, not just the phone numbers

. that she would positively never go on another

C.N.D. organised event again and looked forward

lip- readers cannot lip-read a phone; some

to the next exclusively Greenham wimmin organ

may be dumb or have speech that-is not

ised event with more than usual fervour. I

easily comprehensible,

think she spoke for all of us.

(ED. Glorya Hayle. Imprint Books 1979)

S G-H, Plymouth

ective consciousness of G.N.D. and invented

L.B.

(D

Greenham Common
4*-9th

Upper Heyford ■■
May 3i“-June 3r<t $

One of the gates will be womln only. The

four day blockade has been divided int-o

Our aim for the action is to seriously dis

6 shifts,and 6 different areas, so that

rupt all work being done at the base in pr

people can come at different times, dur

eparation for the siting of cruise missiles.

ing the 4 days. If you can't come when

Their arrival is rumoured to be more immin

others from your area are coming, please,

ent than December this year.

come when you can. If you want to stay

Wimmin from different regions are organisi

for more than one da

ng each day.

Tues, 31st May ;

then thats fine too!!
Thurs. 2nd. June ;

6 a.m. - midnight

midnight - noon

Mon 4th July:

Southern & Sth East

Yorkshire, Northern &

Scotland/ Internati onal

Weds. 1st. June ;

Scotland.

midnight - noon

Thurs. 2nd, June ;

Nth. West, N Ireland

&

Eire
Weds. 1st. June ;

noon - midnight

Cymru, Eire, Northern Ireland,
SW England

noon - midnight

Wed 6th July:

Cymru, South West &

London

Western.

Thurs ?th July:

Frid. 3rd June ;

Midlands (South, East

midnight - 6 p.m.

& West)

London & East Anglia.

contdL

__________

Tues 5th July:

SE England

Fri 8th July:

And you don't have

to be deaf to have phone phobia.

8

k

A good book from which to learn the

N England and Midlands
0F
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These words are DESPERATELY IMPORTANT. It is
91
ESSENTIAL
that everyone knows what's going

on, and that links are made between the act

to be 18 because she wants to cycle around
Britain on her own before she dies, How many

plate a nuclear war it would mean that nothing

people are affected by despair when a child
says why should I bother to take my exams/

better deny its possibility.

tomorrow?

of oppressed people all over the World.

imism imaginable is when a nuclear-age child

of a nuclear holocaust, are suffering in

who when asked what she wants to be when she

trying to plan their lives and make sense

grows up, says,

of the noise, the pollution, starvation,

west if the

level of low-level radiation we have now

I’m glad I was able to show my desperate
STATE OF TERROR

My part in the trial was to give evidence to

• conceiving a child and my sense of out

prove that we are all living in a state of

rage that some of us are already likely

terror,which contravenes Article 51 of The

carriers of 'weak* babies.

The civilian population shall not be the

subject of attack.Acts or threats of violence,
the primary purpose of which is to spread

terror amoung the civilian population, are
prohibited."

Standing in a Patriarchal court , speaking

<-■ -

■■■■■.—

.......... —___________________ ____

y

Is this fear

wouldn't reach maturity, and now she wonders

something we can inflict on any people

whether even she will see a natural death,

and why do we

spent on nuclear arms in 6 hours could supply
all developing countries with an uncontami nat ed

surely something we all hope for - doesn't

water supply and another 6 hours worth could

this make sense any more?

which fell on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, are

wipe out malaria?

People are suffering acute mental stress in

never congratulated when they find out

a civil defence which protects property<and

the affluent western countries knowing that

they're pregnant, but wait quietly to

power not people, providing deep bunkers for

see if the baby is bom deformed or not.

they should be able to relax in their demo
cratic freedom, but they can't because the

a minority and kitchen tables for the rest

I quote from the Guardian, Jan 5 1983«

threat of annihilation hangs over them and

Inflict it on ourselves?

The Hibakucha, the survivors of the bombs

If pushed to say what they think about

result of the nuclear threat is sufficient

ally wrong to own or threaten to use

the nuclear threat, they say its too big

to constitute genocide.

nuclear weapons.

Genocide as defined by the Genocide Act of

right this view because they are the only peo

1969i part (b),"can be the act of causing

ple in the world who fully understand the

bodily or mental harm to members of a group.
My prepared evidence was to state how women,

effects of nuclear warfare.

They claim that they have a

And, of course,

they're ri ght.'

in particular, are affected by nuclear tech
How can it not be genocide

=

to disregard

so that there is no prospect of evacuation
from danger for the majority.

for them to do anything about.

~■

==^GOVT CENSORSHIP-

WORBSWORDSWORBSWORDSWORDSWCRDSWORDSWORDSWORDSWO- ------- 1
----------People are
NIGHTMARES
wise to feel insecure and uneasy. The gov

The enormity of nuclear war IS irrational,

ernment adds to a feeling of stress, con

incomprehensible, so it is not surprising

fusion and helplessness by denying us access

people don't talk about it.
.—CHILDREN SUFFER-■...............

What kind, of 'defence' is

of us, and a policy of blocking off all the
major cities in the event of a nuclear threat

gives millions of us holocaust nightmares.

akucha still alive maintain it is mor

conception, how many wom

■ .

easily be changed if billions of dollars
70 I spoke to who said she'd always felt sorry were not being squandered in the Anns Race.
for younger generations whose lives probably
Where is the sense in a world in which the money

the mental stress people suffer as a direct

For those of us who have the choice,

■■

rimination, inequality and injustice all
over the world. So much of this could so

How many old people are like the woman of

'Almost to a person, the 300,000 Hib

words which are alien to me, I proved that

the cutting back of social services, the disc

,-x— YOUNGER GENERATIONS =====

feelings to the court, about my fear of

Geneva Convention 1977. This stated that*

How many people, even without the threat

Perhaps the most pathetic opt

'I want to be alive.'

continues.

* when considering

---- MONEYIS POWER ————

clean my teeth, when the world might end

ivities of Greenham Women and the struggles

race even in the affluent

nology.

else in our lives has any meaning so we'd

If they do

to facts so that we can come to grips whith

talk, it is usually buried within their

reality.

own small family nests.This reluctance

Russia had wiped out from the map a whole

An accident to a power station in

en wonder whether it is fair to bring a child

these people's plea and to ignore the fears

to break the silence turns us in on our

chunk of townships and villages, but how many

into such an unstable, unjust world.

of those who want to have pills to give to

selves and makes us more nervous, wary

of us know.this?

kind of inheritance is a planet whose air,

their children in ’the event of a nuclear war

and mean.

on her wgiy to delivering information to a

sea and earth are all polluted by nuclear

or an accident so that they do not have to

more and more luxuries.

wastedumping and other man-made developments

suffer a horrible death or be witness to the

to increasing fear of rape and physical

Game was not allowed on English TV because

to the extent that ecologically speaking,

destruction.

violence on the street because values of

of the distress it would cause.

it actually does harm to all of us?

As fot children, how cruel are we that we

competition, aggression and power - over

tress, in terms of mental health, is a good

condemn them to a future already marked to

feign of life, because out of sadness comes

■■===^ GENETIC MUTATION ~~

others continue to be given credence over

the extent that at a very early age they

values of sensitivity, caring and co-operation. anger, and through anger

Since the atom was first split and part

are affected by the malaise of passive acc

Many people join the Archbishop of York in

to 'take responsibility for one's life',

icularly for people living, or working,

eptance of a shortened, half-fulfilled life.

his fatalistic view that 'if the bomb drops,

this what the governments are trying to avoid

near a testing place, or a power station,

How many children are like a friend's daug

it is right that we should be destroyed -

and thus condemming us to ill-health?

or a dumping place, or people who already

hter who, when she heard of an opinion poll's

the world is now so evil that we deserve to

have inherited genes susceptible to asthma

results that most people expect a nuclear war

be purged like during the flood.

or diabetes or mental disability, the poss

Such an attitude is parallelled in terms of

ibility of genetic mutation is a reality.

within the next 10 years, she said,
[{'That means I'll only be 19 when I die.'U

We cannot confidently continue the human

Or another girl., now aged 13, who can't wait

■

=------- —
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Creativity and ful are becoming

Why was Karen Silkwood kill

journalist about a^nuclear accident?

Women are subjected

The War

This dis

comes action, action

Is

Sick

and nervous people will not resist.
RDSWROBSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORBSWORBSWORDSWORD

mental illness by the opposite 'optimistic'
view that if we allow ourselves to contem-

11

WOTESTOD6W0RD6W0RDSW0RDSW0RD6W0RDSW0RDSW0RDSWR0D mental illness.

Taking responsibility for

our lives is good for us.

SILENCE

I went over the fence to dance and sing on

■

As a woman-chiId I was taught to fear con-

the Cruise missile site on Jan 1st because in
the end I have no choice.

fli ct, to be a peacemaker, to be nice and
never say no, to back down when confronted,

Ruth

in the High Lands, reading Lysistrata, made

found a voice to say what I feel about what

I must act.

me cry.
Reading Joans article about the Nuclear links,

I have shared my

Now I know

fear and unblocked my silence.

all the suffering that has gone on and goes on

My knowledge of the wrong is too

FOR NEWS FROM WOMEN EVERYWHERE

to overcome the cruelty, and create a different

my life and that of the planet in the hands

world. Women working to stop the worst manifest

of those men who call themselves our leaders.

ations of male viciousness - pornography and rape.

To those who have brought us the threat of

Facing this ugliness head on, and saying no -

Those who

refuse to denounce the possibility of a first
strike use of nuclear weapons.

we'll not put up with this anymore.
We love ourselves, and each other and we'll

Women's newspaper

When most of

protect what's beautiful and good and overcome

Reporting on womens struggles against racism, male
violence, lesbian oppression, imperialism... and for
WOMEN'S LIBERATION.

the world's defence budgets have been spent on
these weapons how long can we trust them not
to use them?

your woman-hating, life destroying craziness.
nuclear weapons. The final step in this menacing

For subscription and distribution details, write to:
Outwrite, Oxford House, Derbyshire Street, London E2.

Those who do not feel any more

Tel: 01 729 4575.

chain. The power to destroy over and over.
Spectacular massive destruction. Each fragile

what is really worth preserving and developing in the world, blinded by the alienation

JOIN US IN SOHO1

and lont&ness of their power.

On May 28th loads of wimmin from all over

They cannot

plant. Thousands of years of evolution. Smashed

have the same meaning for the quality of life

the country will be descending on Soho -

nor security nor defence, as I have.

that part of London which is men's.
(

to pieces in 20 minutes.
The rape of our planet. Beautiful small blue
planet. Each exquisite flower and tree, bi rds,ani-

Where men go looking for sex, where

wimmin's bodies are on display, are

ORDSWORDSORDSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORDSWORP:

mals, human beings. Each wonderful organism so
miraculously connected to another one and to itself,

used to fullfill men's sick desires.

At our trial on Feb 16th, I asked the mag

all vulnerable. But women have seen the light.

Where wimmin and girls who live, work

The light of what needs to be done. We have to

istrates why it was that 1000s of millions of

or travel through there are always in

create an entirely new culture. We have to put an
end to the arms race, all militaristic attitudes,

—— ~l Refuse To Be Expendible "-----------------

dollars could be spent in the early forties on

danger from men.

the Manhattan Engineers District project, to

All wimmin who want peace join in!

help Einstein and others develop an atomic

all live in a dangerous environment -

bomb because it was thought Germany was
developing a bomb, while no such money is
considered worth spending on peace and life

because there's men around.

enhancing projects, and now we were to be im-

We

nation states all struggling for power at each others

expense.
**We have a vast task ahead of us. To create a new world

But for

order. But if we don't this one will destroy itself. We

black wimmin, wimmin not physically

oVhef
have to stop the boys making new and better weapons of
destruction or they'll kill us all , and take our planet with us:
, can you imagine how many weapons there will
If we all keep quiet and let them get on with it
______
accident will be. They are relying on somebody to stop
How much more likely an
be by 1990.
to this? What went so terribly wrong that we have to live with this
them. How can it have come \_

to rely on men to get around, wimmin

about such an inhumane situation.

who who can't afford their own trans-

I no

longer trust the powers of any of the 'rulers'

of this planet who've not spoken out to stop

port, wimmin and girls in Soho have to
deal with pornography every day.

We

reali ty?
, we went round the group and 10 out of 12 of us
Talking to groups of young people last week
, the world would be destroyed. Living with that fear at the age of 14.
thought it was too late
hopeful. One young woman asked me which bus she could
In the second group people were more more
take to Greenham. It is not too late. As long as we all feel there's still hope, that is hope.-

will descend on Soho in solidarity with

the appalling wastage of resources on the nuc

all these wimmin.

lear system from which a few gain while the

If we want peace we can't forget that

rest of us are expendible.

for many wimmin there's never any peace.

I refuse to be expendible.

ouurse^s
Qpcl

some wimmin the danger is greater able to defend themselves, or who have

prisoned for trying to make evident our fears

Now I've stopped bothering to ask.

WORLD

while we, sisters, keep struggling against it -

great for me to leave the responsibility for

Cruise without our consultation,

oUR

Sitting in bright sunlight, outside a cottage,

But now I have learned the truth and have
I want and what is wrong.

WIMMIN, reclaim

As long as we can act on that belief and act quickly, and clearly and powerfully and reach across

To other people who wonder what they can do

when confronting their own state of terror
inflicted on them by the nuclear madness I
say take actions - it builds confidence and

This is part of two weeks of action when

boundaries, it's not too late. We have it in our power to make the world safe and beautiful. We

wimmin will cause chaos in the porn ind

have as our examples the way some people have lived. Co-operatively, caring for each other, and

ustry.

in harmony with the earth.
WE WILL RECLAIM OUR PLANET,AND LIVE TO 90, WITH DELIGHT.

For more details contact;

strength in the place of anxiety, fear and

SOSS.
------ x

01-701 - 231L. or 0I-SL7L 2970
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This is a controversial article on the seemingly insoluble problems of Northern Ireland.

on conditions should be better for all, but

The views expressed in it are not necessarily those of the magazine collective, who, along

why should paramilitary prisoners get priv

with the writer, hope to receive feedback expressing as many different shades of opinion

ileges denied to others?

peace

as possible on this issue.

Contrary to what many English women belie
ve, the women's peace movement which sprang

up in Ireland in the mid-Seventies, was not
an exclusively middle-class affair. It was

a grass-roots, predominantly working-class
phenomenon. It emerged overnight and ans

enly the noise was overwhelming. Women

wered a need among working-class women,

on both sides broke ranks and embraced.

who flocked to its rallies in thousands

It was like a dream come true - an imposs

because it was,and still is, working-class

ible dream in the rational,logical world
of hard-headed male politics - the Shank

women who are the real victims of the vio

ill and the Falls united. I was at Green

lence in Ireland. They live in the most

ham in December but even that, moving as

dangerous areas and are often afraid to
Since coming to England from Belfast

the likes of Ghe Guevara in Bolivia and

almost two years ago, I have been both

the I.R.A. in south Armagh. At last he

angered and saddened by the high level of

could support violence and be on the right

support for the Republican movement among

side politically.

English feminists. Most seem to have acc

prisoners

epted wholesale the views of male leftists
without trying to work out a feminist an

But why should women - feminists - supp
ort this male view? Yet they do. Many support political status for Republican prison

alysis. And yet an approach to Ireland

which took sexual politics as its start
ing point might lead to radically diff

ers. Why? What's the root of the demand for

erent conclusions about the Irish situ-

political status? Political status means

ati on.

that Republican (and Loyalist) prisoners,

Ask an English male radical why he supp

convicted of bombings and shootings, can

march around Long Kesh in paramilitary uni

orts the I.R.A. and he'll trot (Trot?)

forms drilling in formation, and thinking

out all the usual reasons - anti-imperial
ism, the right of the Irish people to self-

of themselves as prisoners of war. I think

determination etc. That's male politics

that convicted murderers should have crim
inal status, so that they have to see them

the world over - so seemingly rational,
so seemingly logical. But dig a little

selves for what they are - killers rather
than heroes.

deeper - doesn't this man get a vicarious

sexual thrill from identifying with the

Much has been written in publications like

macho Irish guerilla fondling his Arma

Spare Rib about the women Republican pris

lite while waiting to ambush a platoon

oners in Armagh Gaol. Why should these

of soldiers on a lonely country road?

women, who have completely absorbed a male

Doesn't he look up to these 'real men'

nationalistic ideology - just as surely as

of the I.R.A., with their black berets,

Margaret Thatcher has - be given rights

dark glasses and beards - these Che Gue

that other women prisoners don't have? Why

vara clones, these brave 'freedom fight

should they have political status when it

ers' who get their rocks off planting

is not given to prostitutes, women who have
killed men who raped them and to women who

nail bombs in hotels? And can you blame

him for his fantasy? All that early cond

have stolen in order to feed and clothe

itioning - war comics, John Wayne movies -

the children that their men have abandoned?

which he thought he'd got rid of could

Aren't they, the victims of sexual politics,

be legitimately resurrected in support of

the true politicical prisoners? Yes, pris-
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it was, could never mean as much to me

leave their neighbourhoods. While their

as that day in Belfast seven years ago.

men go off to work in the city centre

The Irish Peace

they are stuck in their homes, swallowing

Movement was all but dead

tranquilizers. They live in constant fear

by the time the 'leaders' won the Nobel prize.

that their husbands could be shot walking

It made mistakes - too many men got in on

home through the wrong areas and that their

the act, it lost its roots in the community

teenage daughters and sons could be blown

and the initial momentum seemed to vanish.

up at a disco. They are frightened, too,

But now a Greenham inspired, anti-nuclear

that their children will be recruited into

womens peace movement is emerging in

the I.R.A. or U.D.A. at an early age.

Ireland.I shall watch its growth with

interest.Surely it will spill over into

When the Irish women's peace movement be
gan they discovered that they no longer

local polltics.You cant say 'Take the toys

had to suffer in isolation. They formed

from the boys' and then ignore the man

groups and found that together they could

around the corner with the Armalite.The women

defy the male-identified values of their

who marched from the Shankill and Falls in

communities. They intervened in riots,

1976 (despite pressure and threats from both

pulling their stone-throwing children

Republican and Loyalist male paramilitaries)

away and taking them home.

are still there, just waiting for something
to spark

women united

off their idealism and give them

hope again.

The most moving thing I ever saw was a

But for things to really change in Northern

peace rally in Belfast in 1976. As thou

Ireland its going to require the support of

sands of women filled the park, carrying

other women all over the world. Ask yourself

simple cardboard placards giving the names

why you find an Irish nationalist with a

of their areas, I happened to be standing

beard more acceptable than, for example, an

near a group of Protestant women from the

English nationalist with a skinhead haircut.

Shankill

when a group of Catholic women

Ask yourself why you are revolted by a man

carrying a Falls Road banner appeared.

waving a Union Jack but not by one brandish

There was a moment's silence, then a few

ing an Irish flag. As women we must not all

Shankill women began to clap the women

ow ourselves to be divided by nationalistic

of the Falls. More and more joined in -

ideologies and arbitrary patriarchal bound

they started to cheer and wave and sudd

aries.
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DYNAMIC DERBY yyo
Derbyshire Women For Peace started in January,

as a result of the December events at Greenham

Our next- action - on March 26th,to advertise

events at Greenham over Easter - was on the
2 lines of women, wearing tabards that spel

led out

NO CRUISE 'snaked'’their way through

From the start our group has been very crea

Derby, singing 'old and strong' & stopping

tive, and the first thing we did was to make

on the zebra crossings (which represented
ladders.) This attracted much interest and

a magnificent banner from embroidered 10"

people were actually asking for leaflets - we

squares sewn on a backcloth. (This idea was

handed out 1500. We ended by forming a circle

inspired by the Leeds banner ).

round our banner and singing "I have dreamed

Our first local action was a one-hour silent

for bridging the Ber

August Bank Holiday.

Any other women
interested please get
in touch.......................
Birmingham W.O.N.T.,

c/o The Peace Centre,

■■■

18 Moor Street,

Birmingham 4,
tel;(021)449 7729

on this mountain".

vigil in Derby Market Place on Feb.l2th as

The projected date
lin Wall is the

Snakes and Ladders theme.

which attracted 2 busloads of women from the
Derby area.

..........

Both events were well reported in the local

a gesture of support for the 44 women due to

press and have attracted fresh members to

be tried at Newbury for their New Years Day

the group. 16 of us formed an Affinity Group,

demonstration at Greenham.

trained in N.V.D.A. and attended the Easter
The vigil was conducted against a mock Air

events at Greenham.

Base fence made from Tennis court wire and

One woman has composed a rousing and inspiring

decorated with our symbols of peace. We han

song for the Group and we shall be singing

ded out leaflets,and our group of 25 or so

this and other peace songs in the Market Pla

women was eventually joined by 300-400 wom
en passers-by who stopped to express their
support.

GLASGOW
WIMMIN FOR
PEACE

parts of England came to Faslaneand we were very
encouraged by this success. At the Easter Scottish

CND demonstrations in Glasgow, Women for Peace had
a large womens' contingent on the march. We have a
also set up a series of 'political' meetings to en

able us all to increase our knowledge of the centr-

Jane McBride for Women for Peace (Glasgow) al issues of the disarmament question as well as

ce during Derby Peace Week, May 7-14th.

Glasgow Women for Peace was formed in

work out the aims and objectives of our own group

We also hope to have an exhibition of photo

January '83 by a group of women who

Hopefully these sessions will encourage all of

graphs taken at Greenham, in the Derby Libr

had made the journey south to Green

us to feel we can represent the group to organ

ary, and at present we are planning

ham Common on 12/13 December.

isations which have requested a speaker.

a local

We all

action for May 24th, and also for April 29th

felt very encouraged by our exper

So far Glasgow Women for Peace has been succesful

when we hope to surprise Mrs. Thatcher during

iences at Greenham and back in Glas-

in establishing links with other peace groups in

her visit to Derby on that day!!!

gow, decided that there was a base

Scotland, including Scottish CND and the Faslane

here on which to build an autonomous

peace camp.

LESLEY THALMANN

women's peace group.

One of the main

We also welcome the links we are

developing with the labour and trade union move

focuses of this group would be to

ment, since for us, the connection between the

stress the particular nuclear threat

economy and the arms race is probably the key

on our own doorstep - the nuclear

issue for women organising for peace in Scotland.

submarine bases on the Holy Loch and

Glasgow

Faslane, soon to be the 'home' of

for May
UMS]

Trident.

We also intended to link

into the women's peace movement nat
ionally and internationally.
Wall Appeal Fund, and although we didn't

W.O.N.T. attempted to take up Margaret That
chers inspired suggestion to encircle the

raise much money (50p "to be precise) we hope

Berlin Wall.

to tap other sources more successfully - we've

Wef went to Birmingham Airport to hitch a

applied to West Midlands County Council and

to the P.M. herself - so that later this year

ride (our broomsticks having failed us)but

we'll be able to join hands with thousands

having no luck on this occasion spent the
sunny afternoon smiling at photographers from

the local rag, singing songs and handing out.

of other women encircling the Berlin Wall....

The

group took off immediately and num

erically, has gone from strength to
strength despite the fact that the

only suitable times for our meetings

have been Saturday evenings.
Our first activity was to organise,

in conjunction with the Faslane

peace camp, Scotland's first women
only day of action for peace, at

balloons and daffodils to passers-by.(For
»
some reason the police seemed to think it

Day in March.

below their dignity to accept either).

women from all over Scotland and

Faslane for International Women's

18
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Approximately 2000

As well as working for May

omen

for Peace is in the process of compiling an

information pack of particular relevance to wome
organising in Scotland-since, for a variety of

reasons, we have found ourselves slotted into

the role of 'Scottish contacts' and are receiving

requests for information from both groups and

individuals.
Finally, Glasgow Women for Peace meets every
Saturday at the Glasgow Women's Centre (address

above) at 5P^.

We can be contacted at the

same address but by phone only on Saturdays from
lpm - 6.30pm. (041-221-1177).
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The speakers from Palestine were careful not

the Third World is not to challenge all men

to allow any abvious anti-sematism as they

but to fight with those who are also opp

talked about Zionism.

ressed to overthrow their common oppressor,

They referred to Israel

as the US Foreign Legion, and Israel as ter
4

rorising Arab states, Zionism as racism.

and that oppressor is mostly western imper-

It

ialsim. They felt that women in the west
always makes me feel emotionally muddled, anti- must make an effort to understand Third
Zionism, I find it hard often to see what is

anti-semitic,hazily feeling I must be guilty
of it anyway.

A Jewish woman friend said any

World women's problems and perspective, and
to publicise the real facts behind the
liberation struggles, letting more people

thing anti-Zionist is anti-semitic and then

know that these are not just isolated wars

I felt confused because the Palestinians are

but are part of our own political struggle,

being oppressed by Israel.

However in the

that we should all join together and fight

context of the conference the history of how

imperi ali sm.

Israel, the state, came into existence was

It seemed that there was a lot more talking

ignored and I did feel that in this context,

we had to do about non violent action.

that must be anti-semitic.

And of course,

Women

from the western peace groups felt that a very

there was no relating racism to capitalist

great danger with armed struggle is that the

systems and to patriarchy.

power can change hands from one lot of men

to another without benefiting women in any
There were male speakers from the Lebanon and

South Africa also.

way.

I went out for a break

and to look at the photographic exhibition

that the organisers had taken trouble to put
on.

It struck me as so ironic looking at so

I was left at the end of the conference not

only with a headache, but also with a lot of
I sup

many of these pictures of women, wonderful

questions answered and more to ask.

struggling strong looking women, that no one

pose the question of violence v non-violence

had mentioned any of them yet.

figures most prominently amongst these but

I would like also to see opened up amongst
the-women's peace movement a greater aware
The women only workshop (a sigh of relief)

was attended by very nearly all the women

Flis Gotham went to the conference on'War in the third world and the third world war'
held in Brighton during February of this year. She came away with some useful
impressions, quite a few unanswered questions - and a headache!

at the conference and some who hadn't been.

There were women from Women for Palestine,
Palestine Solidarity, Iran, Women Internat

Turned up at conference rather dubious

referred to his Brothers all over the

and yet keen to find out more about the

world; brothers, brothers, brothers and

lives of other women in other countries.

the women of Greenham.

When I walked in the number of men should

time he mentioned women.

have told me I was not going to hear much

The second speaker was a woman, Jenny

about women but unused to mixed events I

Pearce, and I found it incredibly not

forgot that obvious fact.

iceable that although she spoke in an

The first speaker, a man, was from El

academic way I could understand what she

Salvador.

his talk was full of militaristic and

all over the world but particularly in

other male jargon and rather than under

South America the imperialism of the

United States was responsible for opp

standing what he was saying I just felt
alientated.

ressive governments, and millions of

When he spoke in the way

deaths.

men do, of killing, without of course,

She explained how it can be

put down to the fact that every third

using words like death and kill, I felt
sad and started thinking yet again about

US dollar comes from foreign invest- .

the questions of armed versus non-violent

ment.

resistance.

*

really made me think, she linked up how

ance of oppressed people's struggles but

She also showed how Israel was

linked into this imperialism.

At the end of his speech he
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predominantly white, liberal, middle class
peace movement.

ithe, Women for Peace, GND, Sussex Alliance
for Nuclear Disarmament and from the Labour

Party.
After agreeing that women had been totally

It

imperialism, racism and the arrogance of the

ionally, El Salvador Solidarity, Anti Apart-

That was the only

was saying, it was even interesting!

He spoke about the import

ness of male violence in general, and in
particular to do with this conference, western

I felt that the vital connection of western
imperialism
linking
all
wars
and
a
probable
4
nuclear one was a great step in my under

dismissed and left feeling alienated by the

standing of world politics.

previous part of the conference we moved on

that no longer are all these isolated wars

to the main topic of discussion, violence

around the world divorced from my understand

and non-violence.

There was some talk of

It made me feel

ing, from my life and from my power to do

how unhappy some women were with the ass

anything about them.

umption that resistance to oppression has

for women for peace in the west to make these

to be violent; women from the freedom fight

links and use them to further a closer con

ing organisations were saying that violence

nection and understanding with our sisters

has to be looked at in terms of culture and

fighting for their liberation all over the

history.

That in the west we seldom get to

hear of any struggle before it becomes

I feel it is important

world, we have a lot of consciousness raising
to do and we must work hard at it.

violent because of biased media coverage.
That the first consideration of women in

Flis Gotham.
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The cruise missile base in Sicily is a
particularly important site, not only
because of the horrendously destructive

nature of the missiles, their firststrike, war-provoking design and the

imminence of their deployment, but also
because of the striking range of these
missiles, sited in Sicily, the 'Stage of

This is the story of what happened to
some wimmin from Greenham who went
to Sicily in March.
Women began arriving in Com-

iso from all over Europe, on

the weekend leading up to
8 th March (international

Women’s Day) to meet, dis
cuss and grow with each

other, and primarily to show
our solidarity with Italian

women in the struggle against

cruise missiles being sited
in Gomiso.

men

9th

ning of the 8th March, a

hundred or so more women
%
staged a ’sit-in' in front
of the main gates at 'Maglicco' airport (the site

being prepared for 112 Am
erican cruise missiles) by
*
sitting in a large circle

A web of

coloured wool was woven as
women threw to each other

balls of wool across the
circle.

We sat in the road

for several hours and then

stood up lifting the web

At about 6.30am on the 9th,

women blockaded the main

Shots were fired from inside

Palestine - already have a nuclear 'capab

roads leading to the miss

the base over our heads and

ility' , all they require is a 'good' excuse

ile base before the work

the sound of guns recharging

to use it.

traffic had arrived.

were performed within hearing

stayed there for three hours

jnthL

military from inside the base
As we rep

eatedly went back to block

ade, the police violence
escalated - a woman offering

no resistance except the
dead weight of her body had
her arm broken.

During the

action the police ripped
fi1ms out of women's cam
eras, frenzied at the evid

ence showing their brutality.

We stopped blockading bec
ause of the harm and injury

being inflicted in such a
vicious and calculated way
upon women taking non viol

ent direct action.

town square, where we joined
60C women and more from all

Friday 11th March....most of

the women who had come for
International Women's Day were

only able to stay for a
short time, so by now we were

a small number.

reason, those of us who rem
ained decided to blockade

only the road leading to
the main gate.

them about the necessity of
our action.

They listened,

talked in response, and
many of them turned around

in their trucks to leave.

we experienced yet more pol
peace symbols on the sur-

rounding wall of the base,

ice violence.

Another wom

an had her arm broken and
several women suffered hand

corners of Sicily, to march

and later still, we exp

fuls of hair torn from their

through the narrow alleys

erienced horrendous treat

scalps.

and main streets of Comiso,

ment and threatening beh

ped in the face by a pol

for peace.

aviour from armed military

iceman.
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do not speak or understand

disguised intentions of the

Italian.

Italian State, the US govern

We were escorted out of the

ment and other 'concerned'

country by heavily armed

parties and the fascist laws

military men, with dogs;

and proceedures being used

the 'carabinneri' dressed

to repress opposition, is

in plain clothes appearing

desperately needed.

to be passengers, some with

We ask women to support and

little suitcases by their

act with Sicilian women in

After five days in prison

sides, and finally in the

our struggle NOW.

we were no clearer as to our

list, supposed translators

possible situation,

with revolvers at their

We are asking for money to

belts.

help buy a piece of land in

It is very difficult in a

Comiso, for an international

brief statement to attempt

women's peace camp to be set

On the sixth day, Wednes

to describe the importance

up, and to help pay for law

day 16th March we were hus-

of this week of action.

yers fighting to revoke the

sled into Ragusa police

The preparation of the base

deportation order.

station where we managed to

for the purpose of housing

of the account is:

decipher that eleven of us

112 cruise missiles is esc

DONNE PER LA PACE, cheques

who are of 'foreign' nat

alating ahead at a frenzied

should be sent to: 22 Mile

ionality, were to be dep

pace and this is why women

End Place, London El.

orted from the country that

need to grow in numbers and

017910681.

strength, to act as quickly

Sherytu, Bee, Skeeter, Sarah

We were

as possible to stop the con

Mary, Peggy, Veronica, Mar-

purposely led into confusion.

struction of genocide in its

aika, Teri, Marsha, Susanna,

Advantage was taken by the

making.

Kali.

Eventually, the police

arrested 12 of us. We

were taken to Ragusa
jail - where there was
no proper medical tre
atment for the woman

with the broken arm.

blockade (6.00am) workers

an hour during which time
10th a group of us painted

International exposure of the

At the beginning of the

arrived and we talked with

Comiso

police because most of us

For this

The blockade lasted for about

That

Some of these countries - Israel,

distance to intimidate us.

before the police, along with

the police presence with the
afternoon we gathered in the

effort, by the Middle Eastern countries,

still.

whilst singing, covering
web and our vibrance.

This could lead to a proliferation of
nuclear counter weapons, as a defensive

vided.

began dragging us away from

Two days later, in the mor

already in an explosive warring state.

making the dangers of a nuclear war, greater

We

ITALY

ened to cover the Middle East, a region

the base along the road pro

the main gate.

and linking arms.

whilst walking around

the Nuclear Theatre of War' would be wid

night.

We refused to sign

the expulsion order.

One woman was slap
♦.
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upon a time there was a beautiful Earth Dragon belonging to Old Mother
Earth herself....The Dragon had roamed all over-the land. Protecting the Earth since time began.

\

t Gradually Man started to destroy the Earth bit by bit , and sure enough - bit by bit the beautiful

F Earth

Dragon became invisable to the human eye - For it’s Pure Rainbow Colours were lost to our Perception,

1

1

Only to our imagination was she visable.
I
u
l^ien one daV flome women who cared about the Earth too, decided they would help to make the Dragon
1
//visable again.
Down at GREENHAM COMMON - (where people who have forgotten how to care about the Earth - I
/ftre threatening to put Cruise Missiles) - The Women decided to put Old Mother Earths Dragon together again. 1
/
®he Invitation to the * RAINBOW DRAGONS’ FBAST’ was sent off to all the women who cared.

b

P

0ien early on 'JWE ™E 25th’ near Midsummer, The Women started to Arrive, sbme brought wood - to light the
Fires - so the Dragon could breath - They made food on the Fires and fed each other. The women were wise and

contained the Fires (unlike Fires during Wars when fires are Untamed and run-amock)
so all the Women brought Rainbow Coloured Materials - some brought from their homes, some from Friend
who couldn’t come........ Gradually... throughout the day bit by bit the women sowed together the Rainbow Patches, f

< with Golden Thread.
Gently Folded
when at last the Rainbow Dragons’ Feast was compleate....The Women
Visable To theJIuman Eye..
\
Up the 9 mile Rainbow Dragon - The Fabulous Beast that was at last

\

lA|nd

And the Women let it Free to
Travel All Over the WorlcU
In All the Countifles

k
V

In the main square of the small Sicilian

her attackers.‘Since then she had been

town of Comiso, near the prospective site

imprisoned at home by her parents.

For it to SPEAK lte“EACE

of 112 american cruise missiles, sits the
statue of Diana the Virgin Goddess, prot

The demonstration then moved to another

ectress of animals and plants and water

men’s space, a park which is full of

springs.

She is virgin, meaning unposs

Co 01
Ar c^e

JcrT

Crrex/vV\jx/v\ (j5vulaajttv on.

rough boulders carved with the names of

essed and undominated by men, her own

revolutionary and resistance heroes, who

woman, strong wilful.

met with violent deaths.

The piazza Fonte

Women placed

L iX

other

The Sun and Mars are in the fir|t house

Diana is where the men of the town meet

their own grave-stones with the names

each evening, to gossip, make deals, and

of women who’d been victims of sexual

with a great deal of force, not that you

discuss how they are running the world.

violence - their lives raped.

will be aggressive, there will be no need

She sits and listens to them, biding her

Italian Government is currently making

time, calling quietly to us.

ineffectual efforts at revising the law

We answered

her call.

on ’Violenza Sexuale’.

The

A proposed new

POEM FOR
GREENHAM

act had been debated and modified so

All the Planets

On Sunday March 6th an unprecedented num

much that it has reverted to its orig

contained within 90’ degrees

ber of women gathered in the piazza named

inal position, which regards rape as

which forms a square

for Diana and hitherto the preserve of the

mainly an offence against public mor

"but we formed a circle

men, (it is lined with bars and banks,

ality.

concrete symobofeof materialism and male

to bear the burden of guilt and shame

The White Horse on the hill

for her own violation.

Epona the goddess

control).

The women organised in the

A woman who is raped still has
The culprits

more,’'pushing the men out of the space.

more rarely apprehended, rapists seem

Elder, Oak and Rowan tree

This was a supportive demonstration for

to escape from police custody

all living things

a 1? year old girl who had been raped at

apparent ease, and if sentenced spend

who must die

gun point by three men, a couple of mon

only brief periods in prison for hav

but not all at once

ths ago, and who had had the courage to

ing ruined a woman’s life.

not'all at once

defy social convention and had denounced

Aggie
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with

Its the time to look into mat-

ters and see what is needed for further

progress, everyone will feel the meed to
do their own thing which is just as well,
knowing the plans we have for this part

icular day, this is not the day for self

sacrifice.

A little bit of selfishness

won’t do anybody any harm today, this is

not the day to beat others over the head

either verbally or physically, not that

Celtic forebears who worshipped her

are favoured by the male judicial

Rarely denounced and even

for this.

Who called us there

middle of the piazza, formed a circle,
*■ • *
which grew outwards, expanding more and

system.

which means that you can project yourself

1

you are going to let anyone take from

and whose graves we walked on

you that which you know to be yours.

Energy will be very high and you should
be able to do a tremendous amount of work,

this should be a period of independent

activity when you can work out a lot of

problems and accomplish a great deal.
Molly Lissett

Molly Lissett
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There is a controversy brewing amongst
both wimmin outside and within the wim

min' s peace movement.

These are some

Here is one wumun's response,

We hope

there will be more in the next issue

of the points raised by those who feel

There's been lots of talk from wimmin not

the movement and Greenham is a cop out.

in the wimmin's peace movement about It

not being feminist for various reasons.
I want to say a bit about what I feel
Greenham, work for peace etc.

worried about as a wumun who is in it.

media gives this image of 'ordinary

I was sitting on the toilet the other day

wimmin': white, heterosexual, middle

thinking (the best place for it) and I

class with the same physical abilit

thought - what am I doing?

ies - doing this for their children.

movement.

Some wimmin in the movement seem to

of white wimmin, with the same physical

want to perpetuate this myth of its

abilities, and middle class.

It almost exclusively made up
I'm a so-

natural for us to be for life, pro

called 'able', white wumun with a work-

tective and nurturing.

Whenever
this image is shown its oppressive

ing class background and I think whose

to all those wimmin who aren't like

to be a part of.a movement that isn't

<

peace are we fighting for?

I don't want

relevant or accesible to differently able
£•$

and black wimmin.

and their peace will not be peace

wimmin.

for us - even if nuclear weapons

be more.

go wimmin will still be raped,

It good that there's loads of dykes in
the wimmin's peace movement - more and

ation by men.

* Just because wimmin come together does

not mean its feminist (like the wimmin's
institute!

And working class

And its not.

Or else there'd

more heterosexual wimmin becoming lesbians all the time. But thats rarely

how it comes over in the media.

And it

a symptom of male domination, not the

cause of it - its the cause we should be

fiehtine against.

webs, spiders, goddesses.

All very nice

and wumun-identified but it doesn't mean

much and makes the wimmin's peace movement

min s liberation movement because of the

have to be matriarchal to fit in.

wimmin's peace movement.

are ok but I don't want them to divert from

Symbols

the fact that whether or not we like snakes

away with the high of all wimmin being
together and got lost in all the symbol

ism of webs and snakes.
* The media portrays the Greenham wimmin
as happy, laughing, singing etc - there'
no'fshow of wimmin's ANGER. Not much is

done
i

wimmin have the power to change thi ngs.
There are good things about the wimmin's
peace movement - not least seeing hetero

sexual wimmin get more and more wimminidentified and dykey!

if there wasn't.

I wouldn't be in it

But I often have great

doubts about it all.

I often feel comprom

ised (its all so acceptable to men)

and

unless things change drastically I wonder
We'd like to hear from other wimmiri aboilt

what they think of all this.

Don't forget, though, that men read Lysistrata

Women,

iris! If you have Deen raped or

sexually assaulted - no matter how long

how long I'll be in it.

Wimmin can take

over the world - but we're all going to do

Rape Crisis Line but also discusses in some

detail how the law, police procedures and public

ago or by who - you can phone a Rape Crisis and media attitudes contribute to a distorted
view of male violence against women, a view which
Centre for support, someone to talk to or
practical help and advice.

seeks to blame the r^ped woman rather than the

(These numbers are just a few of the many
centres in Britain, each of them will have

man who raped her.
The full contents are as follows:-

the number of a Rape Crisis Centre near

Acknowledgements, introduction and language

you.)

Organisation of the group

The reality of rape
0232 49696 - Tue & Fri 7 -10pm
Birmingham 021 233 2122 - 24hr line

Statistics

Brighton 0273 699756 - Tue 6-9» Fri 3-9

Training

Belfast

031 556 9437 - Mon & Wed 1-2 &

Edinburgh

6-8

Thurs 7-9

Fri 6-8

Counselling
Police
The law, and court procedure

Publicity and media
Talks and education

All calls are answered by women and are

Self defence

in strictest confidence.

Accounts

What to do if you have’ been raped
(This ad placed by Brighton Rape Crisis).

How to help if a woman you know has
been raped

FAST stands for Feminists Against Sexual

liking placed on symbols - snakes,

It

not only gives the history and workings of the

F.A.S.T

there is of a lesbian image.

look like some kind of clique where you

* Wimmin at Greenham have got carried

I98O when we opened, to December 1981.

seems lots of wimmin want to deny what
There's also too much emphasis for my

* Nuclear weapons/power/militarism are

Our first report covers the period from March

Sat 10-1

* Men are fighting for 'peace' too

subjected to violence and domin

1
1

In the peace

RAPE

Terrorism.

It is a newsletter for all

What men
can do
•
Our submission to the CLRG
Booklist

List of Rape Crisis Lines

women involved in the struggle against
male violence, whether it';s rape, bat-

Copies of the report can by obtained

tering, pornography, abuse of girls in

from Manchester Rape Crisis Line, PO

the family.............

Box 336, Manchester M60 2BS.

FAST has gone through some changes
recently and is now not so dominated

costs £1.25 each, including p&p.

It

by news from Rape Crisis Centres as it

used to be.

FAST NO.9 has just come out been produced by a group of women

in York and has a lot of interesting
articles, news etc.

It costs 45p for

a single issue (includes postage)
and £1.75 for a subscription. (3 issues)

Send cheques/po's to FAST, c/o Box
336, Manchester, M602BS.

The Pavillion, a feminist photo-centre is

Each issue of FAST is produced by a different
group of women so if you can produce a future

opening this month (May).

There will be

an open submission show on feminism and

issue we'd love to hear from you. r
FAST is for women only - please respect this.

photography. Its at: 2 Chestnut Ave,
Leeds LS6 1BA.
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Bang said the gun as the master pulled the trigger,

Boom went the bomb as the master pushed the button.

Crash said the house as the bomb hit the roof.
And as the walls crumble slowly away.

As the door leaves the doorway.
The Child lies crying, screaming as dust and smoke

fills the air.

As grime and dust lies silently on the pavement,
as the bricks slowly tumble down on the child
that lies there crying,

as smoke fills the childs lungs.
you can hear her choking between her sobs
As tumbling bricks extinguish her breathing.
As her body lies twisted amoungst the rubble.

p

o
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SisterWrite
co-operative women's bookshop
190, Upper Street, London Nl.
tel-. 226 9182
for a selection of feminist literature
including books by lesbian women, black

women and women of the third world.
Mail order service avai]able

Opening hours:

The men up there are still pushing buttons

Tue - Fri ll-7
Sat 10-6

and bombs are dropping like raindrops
I sit and cry as I think,

WIMMINS CAMP
SENECA FALLS

How cruel and heartless these men are

As I think of the poor innocent people
that have died through the bombings
I realise that these men are not humans.

they're nothing but cold hearted murderers,
you had the chance to stop them

.........

POEM
But why the hell didn't you !
In a land where roses grew
There were just a -few who stood for peace,

A passive force against the threat of
Nuclear war and earth's destruction.
I am hoping to compile an anthology of

Let not the power crazed destroy us all

poetry inspired by the Greenham Common

In their quest for whatever satisfaction.

Experience.

Work by women and poetry

In the end their way will mean the end of alt1

a priority but short stories and work

And where the roses grew,

by men considered.

Scorched land without life of any sort will "fee

welcomed.

Art work also

Contributions please by end

Not enough poppies for the dead.

of June to:
Pat van Twest, c/o the Women's Centre,

No poppies anywhere at all.

44 The Grove, Bristol 1.

Sylvia Conway

(SAE for
4w

return, please.)
phone: 0272 737580

Dedicated for the women at Greenham for all

they are doing.

'The wimmin's encampment will soon be
set up outside the Seneca ArmyTeoot.
Its local-el in a conservative area ap
upstate Mew 7ork - most op the people
in the area work 40f or ^re in sapport
services _por -the base.

The wimmin want to bay the land Where
the camp will be. It’ll cost $37000 ancl
needless to say they’re asking tor donat
ions'.
They are undecided os to what to do
with the land when the cCvrnp is over.retorn Ito the Motive Americans Who
were its ordinal owners, qive the land
to a local peace or to mm in's qroup,
or qive it to the town with stipulations
-jar its ase.

Any cheeses payable to:- Ptoce Encamp
ment Inc. Anc) details
Kns Eberlein,
% Rochester* feace and Jushca
Education Center,
7I3 Monroe A\e,
Mew MorK
USA

pACL
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IL7D6 7LL-7IU

CONTACTS PAGE
thANY OF THE A2PQESSES EjELSW P\RE RCCilOftlAL CdnTACTS
SPECIFICALLY FOR. TRY I.U.th
ACTIVITIES, HCA/t/EVER, THEY
WOULD ALL BE ABLE TO PUT QQ IN CORTRCT Ia/ITR
OTHER.

LOCAL

RiRmiftj&MAm

nevOoJ

OiOOD

Tte.Br5Q.AM,
4_L SaoTk-p i£lD 12.D, Z3kF5Qb

Meets every Saturday at 5Pm«

K1CTTS

at: Glasgow Womens Centre,

pfldLA lAjegfcee,
4,, CHAI5Rdl2.ru (2D,
m AfOSFl^Lb
na-TTS. flG(g 2£E

57 Miller St.

Glasgow G2

fe, fore st,

Tel: 041-221- 1177.

SRLComB^,

Aswell as organising actions at Faslane

Av/oru FlRGA

ACVDQGA H^pTVI
/£, rtinaQeQ Lev en,
LC/CS.

GLASGOW WOMEN FOR PEACE.

SARAH /7)O/6fc i

D£VO DJ.

for example, and co-ordinating Scottish

LYnj grig&s

activities for May 24th, Glasgow Women

32. TOVueR RD
HGREF’CRTL

of compiling an information pack of par

'TO L ■ O q_ 2 2_
£6320.

ticular relevance to v»cmen organising in

Scotland. Details from the above address.

LCEDS. GaJ.V6&KS^
MARION HIC.lNADGMTOW
fllSUNO COTTAGE
SACK CHURCH LRhJC
LEEDS LSIL&PVJ
ABORDEHM^H iP E

DE.NIT1RRK
TETTE

SElfcR,

we aren’t qomq -fo publicise any
events that don’t have access
details -jor diperently abled wiMMin. if these details aren’t in
cluded. its as qoocl as sayinq
differently abled Wimmin Can't

*
*

width of cl coo.
how many steps it any and do
they have

1

qo because it. will be assumed

a

handrail,

width oc.-toilet doors and do
they open inwards/oatwards.
whether there’s a handrail

And -this is al) we -found....

is 4-here epnej -to be a signer <
IO June - "PRETEND YOU’LL SURVIVE”anti - nucleor cartoon _plm by

LEEDS

AK/IMATION WORkSHOP > ATOMIC CAFE
at > TrnHps Club Saville Mount Leeds 7.

UPSTAIRS BUT HELPERS AVAILABLE FOR
DIFFERENTLY ABLED PEOPLE. ClWcl)
L-

/Y) AN CHESTER.

*

*

al +he meeting.

2

if -Hnerels an inducHon loop
system C hearing cud linkd.

h
§

parkincj -pcildies, camps.

£

PLEASE L£T US KNOW IF WE’VE

ELL£W CROUJE
la, RATHECJ feu

VIS BORCiCi AARDVEJ IS,
/VllWCH £ST£ft TO
DK. 9200 AALgOUCX SV
D£l\JfflAR.k-.
CORNLO ALL
DEBOQAH AND SAHARA
L/Z hGMDEQ^ODJ,
PAM OTTO,
H aRdV,
2LELACK HOUSE, I CRESWELLS TECe.
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